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Goals today

• A personal history of thinking about contextual integrity and privacy

• Challenges and opportunities



Stanford, CA 2005







2006 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy



Descriptive component of contextual integrity

“In a context, the flow of information of a certain type about a subject
(acting in a particular capacity/role) from one actor (could be the 
subject) to another actor (in a particular capacity/role) is governed by a  
particular transmission principle.”

Nissenbaum 2004



Privacy Regulation Example (GLB Act)

Financial institutions must notify consumers

if they share their non-public personal 

information with non-affiliated companies, 

but the notification may occur either before 

or after the information sharing occurs
Exactly 

as CI

says!

Sender role Subject role

Attribute

Recipient role

Transmission principle
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Formalizing contextual informational norms



GLBA clause formalized



Enforcing privacy 

Contextual 
informational 

norms

US sectoral privacy 
laws

Institutional privacy 
policies

Formalized privacy 
policies

Programs, audit 
logs, datasets



• Formalized descriptive 
component of contextual 
integrity using first-order 
temporal logic

• Demonstrated that sample 
clauses from US privacy 
regulations – HIPAA, GLBA, 
COPPA – lined up with this 
form of specification

• Methods for automated 
monitoring for propositional
temporal logic specifications of 
contextual informational 
norms



CMU, PA 2007-

Can we specify the entirety 
of privacy laws like HIPAA 
and GLBA using this kind of 
formalism?

Can we (largely) 
automatically enforce these 
kinds of privacy policies?



• Complete specification of 
HIPAA and GLBA privacy laws

• Structure of laws largely 
follows CI flow descriptions

• Restrictions on use of personal 
information for specific 
purposes (beyond CI flow 
norms)

2010 ACM Workshop on Privacy in an Electronic Society
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A covered entity may disclose an individual’s protected health information (phi) 

to law-enforcement officials for the purpose of  identifying an individual if  the 

individual made a statement admitting participating in a violent crime that the 

covered entity believes may have caused serious physical harm to the victim

Example from HIPAA Privacy Rule

 Concepts in privacy policies
 Actions: send(p1, p2, m)

 Roles: inrole(p2, law-enforcement)

 Data attributes: attr_in(prescription, phi)

 Temporal constraints: in-the-past(state(q, m))

 Purposes: purp_in(u, id-criminal)) 

 Beliefs: believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p, q, m)

Black-and-
white concepts

Grey concepts



• Audit algorithm that applies to 
expressive fragment of first-
order logic (cf. propositional 
LTL in BDMN’06)

• Covers entirety of HIPAA 
Privacy Rule

• Deals with incompleteness in 
logs (e.g., subjective predicates 
about beliefs and purposes)

2011 ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security
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reduce:  The Iterative Algorithm

reduce (L, φ) = φ'

φ0 φ1 φ2

r
e
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e
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Logs

Policy

Time



Enforcing privacy 

Contextual 
informational 

norms

US sectoral privacy 
laws

Institutional privacy 
policies

Formalized privacy 
policies

Programs, audit 
logs, datasets

Incompleteness in logs

CI + Use-purpose



2014 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy



A Streamlined Audit Workflow

Encode Refine

Code analysis

Checker

Annotated
Code

Legalease
Policy

Potential violations

Fix code

Update Grok
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Developer annotations



A Streamlined Audit Workflow

Encode Refine

Code analysis, developer annotations

Checker

Annotated
Code

Legalease
Policy

Potential violations

Fix code

Update Grok
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Initial Data Labels
Heuristics and 
Annotations

Process 1

Dataset A Dataset B

Dataset C

Dataset FDataset E

Process 2

Process 3

Dataset D

Process 5

Dataset J

Process 6

Process 4

Dataset H Dataset I

Dataset G

NewAcct

Login

Check
Hijack

GeoIP

Check
Fraud

Reporting

Name Age IPAddress IDX

?? Country

Timestamp Hash

IDX

??

Grok

Purpose Labels
Annotate programs 
with purpose labels

Name Age
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Flow Labels
Source labels 
propagated via data 
flow graph

Process 1

Dataset A Dataset B

Dataset C

Dataset FDataset E

Process 2

Process 3

Dataset D

Process 5

Dataset J

Process 6

Process 4

Dataset H Dataset I

Dataset G

NewAcct

Login

Check
Hijack

GeoIP

Check
Fraud

Reporting

Name Age IPAddress IDX

Profile Country

Timestamp Hash

IDX

IDX

Grok

Purpose Labels
Annotate programs 
with purpose labels

Initial Data Labels
Heuristics and 
Annotations

Name Age

Name + AgeProfile
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Enforcing privacy 

Contextual 
informational 

norms

US sectoral privacy 
laws

Institutional privacy 
policies

Formalized privacy 
policies

Programs, datasets



• Usable policy language, 
Legalease, inspired by work on 
specifying HIPAA, GLBA

• Data inventory, Grok, annotates 
datatypes in and purposes of 
programs (non-trivial, likely 
incomplete)

• Automatic static compliance 
checking of Bing advertising 
pipeline

• Deployed on Microsoft 
production systems for Bing

• Policies in use quite far from CI 
flow norms (GDPR provides 
opportunities to change that)



Questions relevant to CI

• What is the “type” (or topic) of a piece of data?

• Is it useful to have incomplete enforcement?

• Should we remove all dependence on semantics of data types? 
• Origin privacy [Benthall, Datta, Tschantz PLSC 2017]

• Differential privacy [Dwork, McSherry, Nissim, Smith TCC 2006]



2017 ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security



Use Privacy for machine learning models
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Classifier

Protected information type:  
Pregnancy status

• Scent-free lotion

• Pre-natal vitamins … Coupons for diapers?

Proxy use

1. Strong predictor 
(associated)

2. Causally affects 
output
(high QII)

Target pregnancy case (2012), Google sleep apnea case (2013-14)



• From epistemic (knowledge) to 
use restrictions in data-driven 
systems (beyond CI)

• Indirect use of protected 
information types outside of 
expected context

2017 ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security



Summary

• Contextual integrity is an immensely important piece of the privacy 
puzzle



Challenges and opportunities 

1. What is the “type” (or topic) of a piece of data?
• Is it useful to have incomplete enforcement?
• Should we remove all dependence on semantics of data types? (cf. origin privacy, 

differential privacy)

2. What does it mean to “use” a type of data?
• Normative theory of use privacy (in addition to epistemic flow-based privacy)
• Operationalizing use privacy for data-driven systems

3. What does “purpose” mean and how do we enforce purpose restrictions?
• Initial work in Tschantz, Datta, Wing S&P 2012, ESORICS 2013

4. Deploy in production systems

GDPR, rise of data-driven systems



Princeton, NJ 2018





• A two-tiered solution? 
Redacted online version + full 
version in courthouse 

• Finer-grained access rules tied 
to purpose of accountability of 
justice system informed by CI?

• Open problem



Why Bootstrapping Grok Works

Pick the nodes which 
will label the most of 
the graph

~200 annotations label 60% of nodes

A small number of annotations is 
enough to get off the ground.
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Showcased



Legalease
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We will not use full IP 
Address for Advertising. IP 
Address may be used for 
detecting abuse. In such 
cases, it will not be 
combined with account 
information.

DENY Datatype IPAddress

UseForPurpose Advertising

EXCEPT

ALLOW

Datatype IPAddress:Truncated

ALLOW

UseForPurpose AbuseDetect

EXCEPT

DENY Datatype

IPAddress, AccountInfo


